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Abstract: There are many important trade-offs and constraints on cost, volume, weight, conduction
losses, switching losses, microcontrollers, isolation, voltage and current levels, voltage and current
ripples, battery specifications, charging–discharging algorithms, control system, switch gate drivers,
and efficiency of battery chargers in electric vehicles. In this paper, a well-known power electronic
topology commonly used in recent relevant studies is considered, and some important technical
considerations with regard to the mentioned trade-offs and constraints are discussed in detail for
the first time. The discussion concerns the practical and theoretical experiences in implementation
of battery chargers and charging stations of electric vehicles exclusively, and it can be extended to
various other power electronic topologies.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, the design of charging stations and battery chargers of electric vehicles
(EVs) is being extensively studied. In this paper, a well-known topology for battery chargers
and charging stations of EVs was selected, and then personal experiences in some particular
aspects of power electronics in the design of EV battery charging systems were explained
in detail. The purpose of this paper is to explain challenges and technical considerations in
the projects published in [1–6]. In [1], a special parallel capacitor battery structure for an EV
charging system founded on a pulse-current charging–discharging method with its control
system has been put forward to exchange constant continuous power in front of drastic
changes in the battery power. In [2], two DC-DC converters with their control systems have
been proposed for EV charging systems. They impose pulse-current and pulse-voltage
charging methods on the battery pack. In [3], an EV battery charger was introduced, and
then a control system was exactly designed in order to create a sinusoidal-ripple-current
(SRC) charging–discharging technique and to control the output active and reactive powers
during vehicle-to-grid technology. In [4,5], an EV battery charger was introduced such that
it can help a power system and participate in vehicle-to-grid technology. The designs of all
EV charging systems in [1–6] have many areas that can be carefully examined, such as cost,
volume, weight, conduction losses, switching losses, microcontrollers, isolation, voltage
and current levels, voltage and current ripples, battery specifications, charging–discharging
algorithms, control system, switch gate drivers, and efficiency of battery chargers of EVs.
In this paper, these areas are spelled out. The discussions are very worthwhile because the
topology is very common, the subjects are exclusive to EVs and can be extended to various
topologies, and it will definitely help engineers to carefully and cleverly design EV battery
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chargers. The topology studied in this paper is similar to the topologies implemented
in [1–6], as well as in [7–43].
In keeping with the topologies in [1–43], Figures 1 and 2 show the three-phase and
single-phase power electronic topologies for which its technical considerations are supposed to be examined. This paper focuses on the three-phase type. This three-phase type
includes two parts: DC-DC and DC-AC stages. Such a structure can be seen in a lot of
papers such as [1–5,8,18,44–48]. The DC-AC part is a three-phase two-level voltage source
converter, and the DC-DC part is one non-isolated half-bridge DC-DC converter, which
is named the IGBT leg. The IGBT leg Q7 Q8 is very well-known in power electronics and
is commonly used in many applications such as wind turbines and solar panel interfaces,
as well as in EV battery chargers and charging stations [1–42]. In [7,40], an IGBT leg is
mathematically modelled; it explains how to connect these elements to make various
topologies. In [8], the effects and stability of an IGBT leg in a DC distribution system are
studied. In [9–12,28], some parallel IGBT legs are controlled to share a constant power
between some batteries. In [13], an IGBT leg is utilized for electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) of batteries. In [14–16,41], an IGBT leg is used in hybrid energy storage
systems for EVs. In [17], some IGBT legs are connected in an EV charging station in order
to enable it to participate in vehicle-to-grid technology. In [18,21], the limitations on the
combination of IGBT legs to generate active and reactive power are examined. In [19,20],
an IGBT leg is employed to impose pulse-current charging–discharging algorithm on an EV
battery. In [22,24,29,30,32,34,35,39], an EV battery charger with a combination of IGBT legs
is designed. In [23], an IGBT leg, as a building block, is utilized in various kinds of power
electronic converters embedded in the EV. In [25,31–33], a neutral point clamped converter
is made of some IGBT legs for an EV charging station. In [26,36–38,42], a power electronic
interface for an EV including a battery pack and an ultracapacitor is designed by combining
some IGBT legs in DC-AC and DC-DC parts. In [27], IGBT legs with a battery pack and an
ultracapacitor form a battery-ultracapacitor storage system. In [43], an EV battery charger
with three IGBT legs is proposed to work on different modes in vehicle-to-grid technology.
Consequently, this topology is worthy of study because it has similar components and is
very similar to thousands of non-isolated converters extensively used and developed for
battery chargers.

Figure 1. Common three-phase configuration for EV battery chargers with its control system.
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Figure 2. Common single-phase configuration for EV battery chargers with its control system.

The purpose of this research study is to discuss the challenges and technical considerations in the projects published in [1–6]. Moreover, the original contribution of this paper is
to theoretically and practically justify the challenges and technical considerations that are
related to the most important building blocks of EV battery chargers, that is, the IGBT leg.
This study explains how elements, voltage levels, current levels, and other components
must be selected based on theoretical and practical reasons and not by accident. It will
uniquely address these issues in detail in comparison to the recently published papers in
the field of EV battery chargers based on practical experiences and theoretical justifications.
For instance, the selection of an appropriate microcontroller, selection of the appropriate
inductance, selection of the switching and charging frequencies, and the selection of the
reference command of the DC link voltage to reduce the switching dissipation and to
maximize the output reactive power and so on are vindicated in this paper in practice and
in theory for an EV battery charger including some IGBT legs.
2. General Overview
Figures 1 and 2 also show the general overview of their control systems. In general,
the DC-DC stage controls the battery voltage v B or the battery current i B , and the DCAC stage regulates the DC link voltage v DC along with the output reactive power Qs .
These control objectives are achieved by switching on and off the switches Q1 to Q8 as the
outputs of the control systems. The control systems in Figures 1 and 2 and their detailed
descriptions in Figures 3 and 4 are explained more in the next sections. They have also
been explained in detail in [1–7,45].
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Figure 3. Detailed description of the control block diagrams of the DC-AC part depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 4. Detailed description of the control block diagrams of the DC-DC part depicted in Figures 1 and 2.

3. Trade-Offs and Constraints
3.1. Switching and Conduction Losses
Each power electronic system has two types of losses: switching and conduction.
The power electronic topology shown in Figure 1 is composed of four similar IGBT legs
(bidirectional two-level half-bridge voltage source converters) in a particular way. One of
them has been separately illustrated on the left side of Figure 5. In reality, it is not ideal.
Thus, the non-ideal characteristic of the leg Qi Qi+1 on the left side of Figure 5 is worthy
of discussion.

Figure 5. Conduction and switching losses of a non-ideal IGBT leg.

In [7], the pulse-width modulation (PWM) switching strategy for an IGBT leg has
been thoroughly examined. The averaged value of the voltage at the middle of the leg, v,
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in the non-ideal half-bridge two-level voltage source converter in Figure 5 is given by the
following [7]:
i (t)
v(t) = d(t)v DC −
ve − re i (t)
(1)
| i (t) |
where ve and re are defined by
ve = vd −

Q + Q 
t 
rr
rr
tc
ron + v DC
,
Tsw
Tsw


trr 
re = 1 −
ron ≈ ron .
Tsw

(2)
(3)

The letter t in the parentheses indicates that the corresponding variable is a signal,
a function of time, and can change as time passes. For instance, d(t) means that d is a
function of time and the control system changes d to make the desired condition. trr , ttc ,
and ron are the reverse recovery time, the tailing time, and the on-state resistance of one
IGBT, respectively. These parameters are related to the characteristics of the two IGBTs
in the leg Qi Qi+1 . Qrr , Qtc , and Tsw are the reverse recovery electric charge of one IGBT,
the tailing electric charge of one IGBT, and the switching period, respectively. Qrr and Qtc
are also related to characteristics of the two IGBTs in the leg Qi Qi+1 . i (t), v DC , and d(t) are
the current flowing through the inductor connected to the leg Qi Qi+1 , the DC link voltage,
and duty cycle of the upper switch Qi , respectively. v is controlled based on (1). The first
term on the right side of Equation (1), dv DC , represents a dependent voltage source that
can be regulated by the duty cycle signal. The third term, re i, can be regarded as an ohmic
voltage drop. The second term, i/ | i | ve , represents a voltage offset for which its polarity
is dependent on the polarity of the current flowing through the inductor L. If i is negative,
the voltage offset is added, whereas the voltage offset will be subtracted if it is positive.
As Equation (1) suggests, the second term introduces a dead zone in the control
characteristic function from d to v, associated with the current zero crossing. Consequently,
v is slightly distorted compared to a pure waveform of d. The distortion is negligible since
ve is typically only a fraction of one volt. This value is significantly smaller than the typical
voltage levels for converters in EV battery chargers [7]. The impact of the distortion is
further mitigated since d is often controlled by a closed-loop control scheme that attempts to
force i to track a distortion-free reference command. For these reasons, we no longer tackle
the voltage distortion issue in the subsequent formulations and approximate Equation (1)
by the following [7].
v ≈ dv DC − re i ≈ dv DC − ron i.
(4)
As discussed in [7], the averaged model of the non-ideal bidirectional two-level halfbridge voltage source converter can be constructed by augmenting the averaged model of
an ideal counterpart with two parasitic components:
•

•

The resistance of the IGBT during “on state” (ron ) linked in series to the internal
resistance of the inductor. The resultant resistance is named R, as shown in Figure 5.
R equals ron plus the internal resistance of the inductor L.
An independent current source linked in parallel to the capacitor of the DC bus, CDC .
It is named Isw , as shown in Figure 5.

The former predominantly pertains to the conduction dissipation, and the latter mainly
pertains to the switching dissipation. As illustrated in Figure 5, the non-ideal average
model can be treated as the ideal average model together with one resistance in addition
to L, named R, and an equivalent independent current source linked in parallel to v DC ,
named Isw , which is equal to the following [7].

Isw =

Qrr + Qtc
Tsw


.

(5)
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Since ron and Isw are approximately constant and independent of the voltages and currents, they can be lumped with the both sides, v0 and v DC , respectively. Now, the switching
losses and the conduction losses for the single IGBT leg in Figure 5 can be expressed as
follows [7].
Psw = v DC × Isw ,
(6)
Pcon = R × i (t).

(7)

Obviously, Psw and Pcon can be separately evaluated for each four IGBT legs in the
proposed power electronic structure shown in Figure 1. If we combine (5) with (6), a better
description for the switching losses is reached.

Psw = v DC × Isw = v DC ×

Qrr + Qtc
Tsw




= v DC Qrr + Qtc f sw .

(8)

This value pertains to a single IGBT leg. The switching losses for the proposed system
in Figure 1 is exactly four times greater than this value as stated in (9) and (10) because there
are four IGBT legs.
3.2. Efficiency
The power flowing through a branch equals the product of the instantaneous current
and voltage of the branch. Therefore, it can be extended to all the branches in the power
electronic topology shown in Figure 1 (see the equations written in Figure 1). Therefore,
the efficiency of the EV battery charger can be calculated in the charging mode as follows.
4 i
i =4 i
i =4 i
i =4 i
Pt − ∑ii=
P
=1 Pcon − ∑i =1 Psw = Pt − ∑i =1 Pcon − 4Psw = Pt − ∑i =1 Pcon − 4Isw v DC
E= B =
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt

(9)

It can be calculated in the discharging mode as follows.
E=

i =4 i
4 i
i =4 i
i =4 i
PB − ∑ii=
Pt
=1 Pcon − ∑i =1 Psw = PB − ∑i =1 Pcon − 4Psw = PB − ∑i =1 Pcon − 4Isw v DC
=
PB
PB
PB
PB

(10)

The switching dissipation and conduction dissipation create a difference between the
input power and the output power. The input power equals Pt , and the output power equals
PB during charging; conversely, the input power equals PB , and the output power equals
Pt during discharging. The power difference determines the efficiency. More switching
and conduction losses cause less efficiency. All four IGBT legs have the conduction and
switching losses. Each IGBT leg has its own switching and conduction losses that have been
i is regarded as the switching dissipation in leg i, and Pi is
formulated in (6) and (7). Psw
con
i relies heavily on the properties
regarded as the conduction dissipation in leg i. Since Psw
of the switches and the switching frequency f sw according to (5) and (6), it has the same
value for all the four IGBT legs in the configuration depicted in Figure 1. This idea has
been employed in (9) and (10).
Now, the general equation of power in the EV battery charger can be expressed
as follows.
Ps ≈ Pext ≈ − PB = −i B v B .
(11)
Assume that the control system in the DC-AC part successfully works, it is in steadystate condition, and v DC tracks v∗DC . Considering the stability of v DC and the fact that the
variable v DC becomes equal to the constant reference command v∗DC , we can say that the
following is in a steady-state condition.
d
v
=0
dt DC

(12)
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Equation (12) means that the current flowing through CDC must be mathematically
zero because the following is the case.
d
iCDC = CDC v DC = 0.
dt

(13)

In other words, CDC works similar to a bridge, which allows the power to cross over it.
In conclusion, the power in the DC-DC part is transferred to the DC-AC part and in reverse
because the DC link takes in no current. If the conduction and switching losses are neglected,
the power in the DC-DC stage has exactly the same value in the DC-AC part. Contrarily, this
power is not completely transferred from the DC-DC part to the DC-AC part and in reverse,
and approximate equality for expressing the power equations must be used. For the DC-DC
part, we have the following.
− Pext ≈ v B i B
(14)
For the DC-AC part, we have the following.
Pt ≈ − Pext

(15)

Since Ps = − Pt , Equation (14) can be combined with Equation (15).
Ps ≈ −v B i B .

(16)

Accordingly, the following constraints and trade-offs can be inferred:
•

•

Obviously, high-quality electrical elements with low resistances, for instance, IGBTs
with little ron and inductors with little internal resistances can be used in order to
decrease the conduction losses according to (7), (9), and (10). On the other hand, using
high-quality elements increases cost because they are more expensive.
Lower v DC , IGBTs with lower Qrr and Qtc , and lower switching frequency f sw can be
selected in order to decrease the switching losses according to (6), (9), and (10). On the
other hand, the following is also the case:
–
–

–

–
–
–

•
•

Lower v DC decreases cost because the capacitor CDC with lower nominal voltage
is used. Capacitors with lower nominal voltages are cheaper.
Lower v DC reduces the maximum ability of the IGBT leg to inject current to
the battery. The maximum possible value for the battery current is decreased
(see Section 3.9). In fact, the high-side voltage (v DC ) has less power to inject the
energy to the battery.
Lower v DC increases the duty cycle of the IGBT leg (d B ), and the control system
proceeds towards the saturation condition. The duty cycle is limited to zero and
one. Lower v DC results in duty cycles close to one (near saturation condition or
over-modulation [7]).
IGBTs with lower Qrr and Qtc increase cost because more expensive switches
are bought.
Lower switching frequency f sw involves slower switches, thereby decreasing cost.
Switches with lower speeds are cheaper.
Lower switching frequency f sw causes an increase in the amplitude of the ripple
of the battery current i B . The inductance of the IGBT leg (L B ) should be selected higher in order to decrease the ripple. However, it increases cost, volume,
and weight.

According to (9) and (10), a decrease in the conduction losses and the switching losses
obviously means an increase in the efficiency.
The switching loss Psw depends heavily on the characteristics of the IGBTs (Qrr
and Qtc ), the switching frequency ( f sw ), and the DC link voltage (v DC ). In order
to decrease Psw due to an increase in v DC , higher-quality IGBTs with higher voltage
and power levels can be utilized. These values heavily depend on the characteristics
of the IGBTs, design of the IGBT gate drivers, and so on. On the other hand, Psw is
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commonly assessed as the percentage of Pin or Pout . It is sensible to compare Psw with
Pin and Pout for each prototype. In fact, the efficiency can be an index for making
reasonable assessments.
3.3. Transformer and Isolation
Battery chargers are divided into two groups, non-isolated and isolated. The isolation
refers to the existence of an electrical barrier between the input and the output of the
battery charger. An isolated converter in the battery charger usually uses a transformer
to eliminate the path between its input and output. In contrast, a non-isolated converter
does not have such a path. For safety considerations, the isolation must be considered.
The isolation in non-isolated converters is a little more complicated. Figure 1 without the
transformer shows a non-isolated configuration. In spite of the isolation problem, it has
many great advantages such as simplicity in design, less number of elements, low cost,
high power density as against the isolated one.
In spite of the fact that galvanic isolation negatively affects efficiency, power density,
and cost [49], on-board battery chargers are made up of an isolated converter with a
transformer in their design. Standards for safety of EVs such as SAE J1772 [49,50] clearly
state that galvanic isolation is not necessary. In addition, the battery pack can be isolated
from the AC-side terminal due to the fact that the ground generally floats with the ground
of the EV [49,50]. Moreover, other power electronic converters for the battery pack can
enter the “off state” when the EV battery charger is working [49]. By way of safety, a relay
can be connected to the output or an isolation monitoring mechanism can be utilized to
have the same roles of transformers in isolated structures [46,49,51,52]. Hence, a highpower, high-efficiency, low-cost, and non-isolated battery charger is reasonable. This
type of on-board battery charger features strong points of decreasing losses, cost, weight,
and volume because the transformer can be eliminated. Moreover, in off-board applications
and charging stations, a line-frequency transformer (as shown in Figure 1) can be added. It
can isolate the battery from the microgrid.
Adding a transformer has advantages and disadvantages. It can be effective for the
following reasons:
•
•

It creates isolation.
With the exception of isolation, the transformer has a duty to provide reduced voltage
for the converter. It considerably increases the reactive power generation and causes
the control system to work far from the saturation condition. Overmodulation occurs
when the control system in the DC-AC part generates the duty-cycle control signals
for the IGBTs more than one. The over-modulation entails low-harmonics in the
spectrum of the AC-side terminal current and voltage [7]. Moreover, the control
system cannot successfully track the reference commands of Ps and Qs (Ps∗ and Q∗s ,
respectively), and the power quality thereby deteriorates. In order to avoid the
over-modulation, the magnitude of the AC-side terminal voltage of the voltage source
converter has to be kept at less than half of the magnitude of v DC [7]. We have
the following.
v DC
≥ vˆt .
(17)
2
According to [7], Equation (17) is differently stated as follows.
v DC
≥
2

(
v̂2s +

4
9



Lω0
v̂s

2 



+

4Lω0
4
Qs +
3
9



2  

2 
1 d 2  1 d
Ps +
Qs
ω0 dt
ω0 dt





)0.5
4Lω0
8 Lω0 2
1 d
−8 Lω0 2
1
+
+
Qs
Ps +
Ps
.
3
9 v̂s
ω0 dt
9 v̂s
ω0

Ps2 + Q2s

Lω0
v̂s

(18)
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lIt includes steady-state and transient parts. The derivative parts are approximately
zero during steady-state conditions. Thus, Equation (18) can be written even smaller.
By assuming Lω0  vs , Equation (18) is rewritten as follows [7].
v DC
≥
2

r
v̂2s +

4Lω0
4L d
Qs +
Ps .
3
3 dt

(19)

Thus, there are typically serious technical limitations on Qs and the rate of change of Ps ;
that is, dPs /dt. The reference command of Qs must be confined in order to avoid the
overmodulation when the system works under steady-state condition. Rate limiters
and saturation limiters have been used and adjusted for the control system based on
the maximum values of Qs and dPs /dt. The control system cannot appropriately work
without help of these limiters. Based on Equation (19), it is inferred that Qs increases
for a specific value of v DC if vs is decreased. Therefore, if the transformer creates the
voltage difference between the microgrid and the converter (that is, it reduces vs ),
the ability of the converter in reactive power generation is greatly enhanced.
Equation (19) also reveals that we can use lower v DC if vs decreased. This means
that we can purchase a cheaper DC link capacitor (CDC ) with lower nominal voltage.
Additionally, if v DC is decreased, the switching losses decrease according to the
mentioned discussions about the switching losses. On the other hand, lower v DC
reduces the maximum ability of the IGBT leg to inject current to the battery and to
push the control system towards the saturation condition.
If the voltage level at the AC-side terminal vs is reduced, the current level increases
for a specific constant power level. This means that more current flows through
the inductor L and the transformer (shown in Figure 1); thus, the conduction losses
increase. Increases in volume, weight, and cost are other disadvantages of the threephase transformer.
3.4. Battery Current Ripple
Selecting appropriate levels has many challenges and trade-offs. Switching and conduction losses are important criteria for designs, but they are not the only one. All criteria
must be considered. To have a better view of this, the ripple of the battery current i B is
considered as another criterion for the design [53,54]. These ripples have been shown
in Figure 6. Minimizing the ripple is an important common criterion for the design of a
battery charger based on power electronic topologies [53,55]. The amplitude of the battery
current ripple should be less than 10% according to the standards. It becomes smaller
because of the following:
•
•

There is an Increase in the inductance of the leg Q7 , Q8 , and L B .
If L B is raised, cost, weight, and volume are correspondingly raised.
A drop in the upper voltage of the legs, v DC , occurs:
–
–
–

If v DC is reduced, the switching losses decrease according to (8).
Since the elements such as the capacitors and the switches with lower voltage
constraints are bought, the cost is cut.
The control system approximates to the saturation situation, which is when the
duty cycle exceeds one or rather the modulating signal exceeds one and minus
one. Simply put, v DC is not powerful enough to make the reference currents
when it becomes more than one. The maximum possible current injected to the
battery pack is restricted by (v DC ) and the sum of (ron ) and (R) and the sum of
the resistances in the path of each leg. The drop in v DC is not desired because it
is bound to operate under the saturation condition.
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Figure 6. Ripple of the battery current i B .

•

A rise in the switching frequency, f sw , occurs:
–
–

–
–

The more f sw the system works with, the more switching dissipation it possesses.
Faster IGBTs are used, thus increasing the cost. Moreover, f sw must be greater
(at least ten times) than the charging frequency f c in order to have a recognizable
waveform for the battery current.
f sw must be at least 10 times greater than the bandwidths of the control loops
(see the control loops in [2,3]).
f sw cannot increase a lot because the bandwidths of the current and voltage
sensors must be enhanced again. On the other hand, the sampling frequency of
the microcontroller f s shown in Figure 4 and the clock frequency of the microcontroller must be also enhanced.

It is necessary to make the battery current ripple less. The current levels, the voltage
levels, and the parameters are adjusted such that volume, weight, cost, conduction losses,
and switching losses are optimized.
3.5. Voltage Stress
There are two types of voltage stress that occur across a semiconductor device:
•

•

The first type occurs during the transition periods, from the on state to off state and
vice versa. Power electronic switches are used to open and close a circuit. When a
circuit is opened, the current flowing through it is interrupted. The change in the
current during a short period of time (di/dt) will be very big. It causes the switch
to melt. During conduction, when the switch is closed, the voltage difference across
two terminals will be ideally zero. However, when the circuit is open, a high voltage
difference develops across the switch (dv/dt). This also causes damage to the switch
and ultimately the whole topology. In order to overcome this problem, a switch
that has less turn-off time, uses snubber circuits, and has betterdesigned gate drivers
is required.
The second type occurs when it is reverse biased or in an off state. To overcome such
a voltage stress, a switch that has a higher breakdown voltage with a safety margin
is needed. The voltage stress also depends upon the type of converter one is using.
In the case of the topology in this paper, the IGBTs will always be stressed to v DC .
Alternative DC-AC topologies such as multi-level ones can be used to reduce the
stress across each IGBT. Moreover, v DC can be decreased. Although a decrease in v DC
results in a decrease in the switching losses and voltage stress, it causes saturation in
the control loops and limits the maximum current delivered to the battery pack

3.6. Switch Gate Drivers
The switch gate drivers are divided into two main categories: the ones that isolate
the control part from the power part and the ones that do not provide this isolation. In
sensitive cases, each IGBT gate driver must provide isolation between the control part
and the power part. The optocoupler gate drivers are the ones which provide isolation
based on an optic isolation method [56]. Figure 7 shows the typical electrical circuit of
the IGBT optocoupler gate driver, HCPL315J. This electrical circuit pertains to a single
IGBT leg and consists of two parts, the control part and the power part. The switching
functions are the inputs. They are time-varying and digital. The buffer SN74LS07 receives
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them, and then it amplifies them. This buffer prevents the microcontroller from breaking
down because the pins of the microcontrollers cannot usually tolerate the currents more
than 4 mA. The buffer should also be faster than the optocoupler gate driver integrated
circuit (IC) and the microcontroller in that it can easily follow the reference commands.
The optocoupler IGBT gate driver is able to receive the switching functions and separately
generate gate-emitter voltages for each IGBT. The resistances in the output and the input,
the amplitude of the floating voltage supply, and the capacitances are the parameters in the
recommended circuit for HCPL315J that must be calculated based on the characteristics in
the datasheet of the IGBT. Therefore, we must redesign it whenever the IGBT is replaced
with a different one. In fact, the new IGBTs have different nominal values and characteristic
curves; thus, this circuit must be inevitably redesigned.

Figure 7. Typical electrical circuit as the IGBT optocoupler gate driver.

The circuit is worthy of mention because each optocoupler gate driver IC must be able
to implement the switching frequency f sw . Thus, in addition to the characteristics of the
switches, the switching frequency f sw affects the selection of the optocoupler gate driver
ICs. The resolution is also important. For instance, some optocoupler gate drivers are able
to impose the turn-on and turn-off signals on the switches with the frequency of 200 kHz
and the resolution of 0.1. In fact, they cannot recognize the difference between duty cycles
of 1.58 and 1.59 in 20 kHz. Therefore, in addition to the switching frequency f sw and
the resolution previously explained, there are many great constraints in their datasheets
that must be compatible with the characteristics of the switches. Optocouplers are more
expensive, but they provide isolation. To summarize, firstly, the IGBT gate driver must
be fast enough that the switching frequency f sw can easily be implemented. Secondly,
the isolation exists between the control part and the power part. Thirdly, the resolution
must be large enough to have accurate duty cycles.
3.7. Microcontroller
There are two crucial factors in the microcontroller selection:
•

The clock of its central processing unit and its architecture.
The clock of a microcontroller determines the speed of calculations. The microcontroller must be able to implement the control systems and its controllers as fast as
possible. ARM Cortex-M (ARM LPC1768 as a case in point), STM32, and DSP C2000
(TMS320F28335 as a case in point) are well-known microcontrollers for implementing
the control systems similar to what has been illustrated in Figure 4. The architecture
of processors commonly falls into two groups: reduced-instruction-set computing
(RISC) and complex-instruction-set computing (CISC). The microcontrollers with CISC
architecture are better and faster than the ones with RISC architecture for implementing the control loops because they inherently have the discrete structures for filters
and signal processing of the control systems. They perform the same calculations
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•

faster (10 times faster or even more) in comparison with RISC microcontrollers for a
specified clock frequency.
The frequency of the analogue-to-digital converter, f s .
Nyquist theory states that a periodic signal must be sampled at more than twice
the highest frequency component of the signal. In practice, it should be more than
10 times. Therefore, in order to recreate the current and voltages sensed for the control
system, the analogue-to-digital converter must be as fast as possible. The accuracy
of the analogue-to-digital converter is also an important factor. Thus, the designer
should notice the conversion step.

3.8. Voltage and Current Sensors
There are two common methods for current measurement: hall-effect current sensors
and a very precise power resistor, as shown in Figure 8 [57,58]. ACS712 05B is a hall-effect
current sensor with a bandwidth of 80 kHz. This bandwidth can be modelled with a
first-order transfer function [7]. This model has been shown in Figure 4 in the form of a
block diagram. τ f denotes the time constant of the first-order transfer function. According
to linear control theories, the bandwidth of this transfer function equals 1/τ f . Additionally,
the current can be measured by another method. A very precise power resistor (0.1 Ω
10 W) along with an isolated difference amplifier, HCPL 7800, are used to measure the
current. This method has higher speed and better bandwidth, but it costs more and is a
little hard to implement. It also creates isolation between power and control parts due to
the isolated difference amplifier. The outputs are analogue signals that are interpreted by
the microcontroller. To protect the control system from transient and steady overvoltages,
it can be equipped with the zener diodes, small-signal schottky diodes, and resettable
fuses. The bandwidth of the sensors should be considered at least ten times greater than
the highest frequency component of the current or voltage signal according to Nyquist
theory about sampling. The switching frequency f sw is the highest frequency component
of these signals regardless of noises and distortions. Therefore, the bandwidths of the
sensors are crucial factors for microcontrollers, as well as reliability of the control system.
If the bandwidths of the sensors are small in comparison to the bandwidths of the closed
loops, the reliability and stability in the control loops are also threatened. For higher
frequencies and accuracies, very precise power resistors and isolated difference amplifiers
such as HCPL 7800 are recommended. It is worth mentioning that Op Amps and isolation
amplifiers can have greater bandwidths and accuracies in comparison with hall-effect
current sensors. However, they increase the cost a little.
Figure 9 shows a common circuit for measuring the voltage in a converter. It senses
the voltages with considerable bandwidth and accuracy. It includes very precise resistors
in series. The voltage is measured by voltage division idea between the two resistances
connected in series. Then, this combination is connected to the voltage that is supposed to
be measured. The leakage current is negligible because the equivalent resistance is very
high in the range of MΩ. The voltage difference across the lower resistance is given to an
isolated difference amplifier, for instance, HCPL 7800. This method also creates isolation
between power and control parts due to the isolated difference amplifier. It has good
bandwidth (100 kHz), but it costs more and is a little hard to implement. The resistances
should be selected as accurately as possible. Resistances with 0.5 percent or 0.1 percent
accuracy are very expensive. The inputs of this board are the voltage terminals, and the
outputs are analogue signals that are interpreted by the microcontroller. To protect the
control system from transient and steady overvoltages, it can be equipped with the zener
diodes, small-signal Schottky diodes, and resettable fuses.
Please refer to the main electronic elements in Figures 8 and 9 again. i B is measured
based on the previously mentioned methods. On the other hand, v B and v DC are measured
by using HCPL 7800 and OP 37G. The circuit bandwidth depends on some factors. The
speeds of the operational amplifiers, OP 37G, in the voltage and current sensing boards
are very high. Since very accurate high-speed operational amplifiers have been selected,
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the bandwidths of the voltage and current sensors (HCPL 7800 and ACS712 05B) determine
the overall bandwidths. These bandwidths can be modelled by the block diagrams shown
in Figure 4.

Figure 8. Two common circuits to measure current in a converter.

Figure 9. A common circuit to measure voltage in a converter.

3.9. Maximum Level of Battery Current and Power
From the standpoint of electrical engineering, injecting current to and extracting current from a battery can result in charging and discharging, respectively (see Figure 10).
According to the shape of this waveform, charging–discharging techniques fall into some
of the following categories: constant current, constant voltage [59,60], sinusoidal-ripple current [3,61–64], pulse voltage [2,65–69], pulse current [1,6,10,19,70–73], and reflex [20,45,74–79].
Figure 10 summarizes the waveforms of these techniques. The waveforms, whether voltage or current, can be sinusoidal with a non-zero average, positive pulse, negative pulse,
or constant. Depending on the adopted technique, the DC-DC stage and the IGBT leg in
the DC-DC stage here, with the aid of its control system, must operate as a voltage source
or a current source so as to impose the desired voltage or current waveform, respectively,
on the battery pack. The design of the control system of the IGBT leg to behave similar to an
independent voltage source as well as an independent current source has been explained
in detail in [1–3,7].
A combination of these waveforms creates the charging–discharging algorithm. Thus,
particular charging–discharging techniques and particular waveforms may be used in
the algorithm. Depending on the chemistry of the battery pack, Li-ion or Ni-MH or
something else for EVs [80], the charging–discharging techniques and algorithms are
adopted. The former is performed by the IGBT leg with its control system, and the latter is
implemented by the microcontroller. With respect to the charging–discharging algorithms,
assume a constant-current constant-voltage (CC-CV) algorithm, which is very well-known
among researchers [59]. In this algorithm, the battery management subsystem senses the
terminal voltage of the battery at each moment. Then, it calculates and sends reference
commands to the control system. It stops injecting constant-current waveform to the
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battery and starts imposing constant-voltage waveform if the battery voltage exceeds its
maximum permissible value. The tool to generate various voltage and current waveforms
regardless of the algorithm has been shown in Figures 1–4. The algorithm is defined by
designers and is embedded in the battery management subsystem. The waveforms are
enforced by the IGBT leg system with its control system, and the algorithm is programmed
in the microcontroller as the brain of the system. The microcontroller gives the reference
commands directly to the control system. The algorithms are very important in the battery
performance and can be passive or even active [59]. Figure 4 shows the control system
which receives the reference commands for the battery current i∗B and the battery voltage
v∗B and imposes them on the battery. Figures 1 and 2 show the general overview of these
control loops.

Figure 10. Various voltage and current waveforms for charging and discharging.

Battery models can be electrochemical, mathematical, and electrical [81,82]. The electrical models are made up of electrical components and are easier for electrical engineers
to predict behaviour and parameters of the battery such as capacity, lifetime, state of
charge (SOC), and so on [81,83]. Most of the electrical models can be classified into
Thevenin-based [81], impedance-based [80–82,84–87], and runtime-based models [81].
They can describe the battery in the long term, the short term, and transients. Based on
the impedance-based models, the online EIS has been developed as a strong analysis for
calculating the parameters such as the state of health (SOH) and state of charge (SOC),
which greatly represent the battery conditions. One group of the online EIS utilizes power
electronic converters of the battery charger to generate battery voltage and current waveforms so as to estimate the battery parameters [88]. Interestingly, in [13,88–90], an IGBT leg
is responsible for generating such waveforms.
Since the current and voltage waveforms shown in Figure 10 have short-term variations under one second, an AC impedance model is used for the battery in power electronic
studies [3,61–63,81]. In [91], the behaviour of Li-ion batteries and unltracapacitors for
EV power electronic applications is examined. In [92], some battery models are studied for various applications. The parameters in the AC impedance model illustrated in
Figure 10 are changed by the temperature, state of charge (SOC), state of health (SOH),
charging–discharging rates, and so forth [85]. Figure 11 shows how the real and imaginary
parts of the AC impedance illustrated in Figure 10 vary according to temperature, state
of charge (SOC), and state of health (SOH). The issues about the electrode, electrolyte,
electrode/electrolyte interface, and ionic and electrical conductivity of the electrode in [93]
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are considered as battery specifications and eventually determine the amplitude, frequency,
and time intervals of the waveforms shown in Figure 10 as well as the charging–discharging
algorithm executed in the microcontroller.

Figure 11. The effect of temperature (T), state of health (SOH), and state of charge (SOC) on the real and imaginary parts of the AC
impedance of a Li-ion battery [85].

Assume that the battery is supposed to be charged, and i∗B is being injected to the
battery. The maximum battery current (i∗B
) determines the the maximum power which
Max
can be injected to the battery. It equals PB Max = i∗B
× v B . PBMax means the maximum
Max
speed for charging or discharging. The maximum battery current (i∗B
) is restricted by
Max
some factors:
•

•

•

The voltage difference between v DC and v B ;
Reduction in v DC is unfavourable because it may operate under the saturation situation. Moreover, v DC would not be powerful enough in even duty cycles close to
one to make the reference currents. The control loops approximate to the saturation
condition. Moreover, a drop in v DC decreases cost and the switching dissipation.
The sum of (ron ) and (R) in each leg, and the equivalent resistance of each leg.
The current delivered to the battery is the result of the voltage difference between v DC
and v B over this resistance. Thus, better elements with lower resistances significantly
enhance the ability of the system to deliver more power to the battery pack during
charging or draw more power from the battery during discharging. Elements with
lower resistances also decrease conduction losses according to (7).
The ability of the elements to tolerate the current and voltage levels, for instance,
diameters of the wires of the inductors.
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3.10. Other Issues
The mentioned cases are not certainly the whole story. EV battery systems can also be
viewed from various other perspectives, which have been ignored in this paper, such as the
chemistry and characteristics of the battery pack, the elements of the battery cell [94,95],
the materials used in the battery cell [94,95], the management of EV battery chargers
throughout the microgrid [96], their efficiency and emissions [97], their role in ancillary
services in vehicle-to-grid technology [98,99], and so forth.
4. Conclusions
Some important worthwhile experiences about design of EV battery chargers were
presented. It addressed the efficiency, conduction losses, switching losses, switching
frequency, sampling frequency, charging–discharging frequency, charging–discharging
algorithm, voltage stress, switch gate drivers, isolation, selection of voltage and current
levels, battery current ripple, bandwidths of the sensors and control loops, accuracy of
the sensors and microcontroller, and maximum power of the battery charger. The stated
technical considerations and the experiences are not limited to a particular topology and
will definitely help engineers in carefully and cleverly designing EV battery chargers.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
AC:
EIS:
DC:
EV:
IC:
IGBT:
PWM:
Tc :
fc :
fs :
f sw :
Tsw :
vB :
v DC :
CDC :
C0 :
iB :
i BMax :
iext :

Alternating current;
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy;
Direct current;
Electric vehicle;
Integrated circuit;
Insulated-gate bipolar transistor;
Pulse width modulation;
Period of pulse-current waveform;
Frequency of pulse-current waveform;
Sampling frequency of analogue-to-digital converter;
Switching frequency in PWM;
Switching period in PWM;
Terminal battery voltage;
DC link voltage;
DC link capacitor;
Capacitor linked in parallel with the battery. It is connected if the voltage
control system works;
Current flowing through L B ;
Maximum battery current;
Current injected to CDC ;
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0 :
iext
LB :
L:
PB :
PBMax :
Pext :
Ps :
Qs :
is :
vs :
4∗ :

4re f :
dB :
τf :
τ f0 :
Qi :

Current injected to the battery;
Inductor of the leg Q7 Q8 connected to the battery;
Inductor for the three-phase legs in the DC-AC stage converter;
Power injected by the leg Q7 Q8 to the battery. It equals v B i B ;
Maximum battery power and maximum power of the battery charger;
Power injected to CDC by both the legs Q7 Q8 . It equals v DC iext ;
AC-side three-phase terminal active power;
AC-side three-phase terminal reactive power;
AC-side terminal current;
Line-line AC-side terminal voltage;
Reference command of the variable 4 which is defined by the designer;
Reference of the variable 4 which is generated by the outer control
loops;
Duty cycle in PWM strategy for the leg Q7 Q8 connected to the battery;
Time constant of the current sensor;
Time constant of the voltage sensor;
Switch number i.
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